On a yearly basis, sepsis costs US hospitals more than any other health condition. A majority of patients who suffer from sepsis are not diagnosed at the time of admission. Early detection and antibiotic treatment of sepsis are vital to improve outcomes for these patients, as each hour of delayed treatment is associated with increased mortality. In this study our goal is to predict sepsis 12 hours before its diagnosis using vitals and blood tests routinely taken in the ICU. We have investigated the performance of several machine learning algorithms including XGBoost, CNN, CNN-LSTM and CNN-XGBoost. Contrary to our expectations, XGBoost outperforms all of the sequential models and yields the best hour-by-hour prediction, perhaps due to the way we imputed missing values, losing signal that relates to the time-series nature of the EHR data. We added feature engineering to detect change points in tests and vitals, resulting in 8% improvement in XGBoost. The change point features may be investigated with other models.
Introduction
The PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2019 [1] provided opportunity for researchers to develop methods to computationally detect sepsis, a major cause of mortality, using hour-by-hour electronic health Record (EHR) data. Sepsis is an actionable condition, and early detection is key to improved outcomes.
Sepsis
Sepsis is a frequent cause of death throughout the world in people of all ages. Sepsis is defined as a "lifethreatening organ dysfunction due to a dysregulated host response to infection and septic shock as persisting hypotension requiring vasopressors to maintain a mean arterial pressure (MAP) of 65 mmHg or more and having a serum lactate level of greater than 2 mmol/l despite adequate volume resuscitation" [2] .
Sepsis is a clinical syndrome that may accompany infection. Rather than the typical release of chemicals that combat infection, in sepsis the immune response may trigger widespread inflammation, resulting in blood clots and leaky blood vessels. This may result in impaired blood flow to vital organs, depriving them of nutrients and oxygen, which can lead to multiple organ damage. Clinicians and healthcare professionals often find it difficult to diagnose sepsis with certainty. Signs and symptoms of sepsis are usually nonspecific, varying by patient and type of infection, making diagnosis before complications arise difficult [3] .
It is crucially important to identify and diagnose sepsis at its early developmental phase before organ damage begins. Although sepsis may start with an ordinary infection, high temperature may not present. There is a need to facilitate diagnosis that is reliable given frequently confounding clinical observations.
Machine learning (ML) has been employed to detect sepsis, from ER data. An ML algorithm based on gradient tree boosting detected sepsis and severe sepsis four hours before onset using only six vital signs and their changes over time [5] , achieving AUROC of 0.96 and 0.85 respectively. Also, sepsis was predicted in advance by a Cox proportional hazards model, using diagnosis of sepsis as the time-to-event outcome. This model produced the TREWscore from features readily available to clinicians, enabling identification of patients having sepsis a median of 28.2 [interquartile range (IQR), 10.6 to 94.2] hours before diagnosis. We are unaware of hour-byhour advance prediction of sepsis prior to this challenge.
Gradient Boosted Trees
Gradient boosted trees exist within the context of decision tree and ensemble tree algorithms. Single decision trees may be used to successfully classify datasets that are large, contain redundant and missing data, and are not linearly separable. However, they tend to be high-variance models prone to overfitting [7] .
To reduce variance, bagging [7] was developed, where subsamples are used to grow an ensemble of trees, each fit to a different dataset drawn from the random subsampling process. The random forest approach [8] further reduces variance by de-correlating bagged trees by randomly selecting a subset of variables for splitting.
Gradient boosted trees [9] [10] [11] [12] , differ in that trees are grown sequentially, fitting the residuals of the previous models, producing an additive model that learns from previous error. XGBoost is a fast, high performance implementation of this algorithm [13] .
As applied to the sepsis problem, the XGBoost algorithm may be explained by figures 1 and 2. Tree 1 is an example of a tree that classifies patients with/without sepsis based on heart rate and body temperature. But is prone to false positives. Tree 2 is fit to the residuals of Tree 1, adding to the model the ability to distinguish, on the basis of systolic blood pressure, a patient with unfavorable platelet count and temperature, but who is not septic. 
LSTM, CNN-LSTM, CNN
Long short-term memory (LSTM) is an artificial recurrent neural network, (RNN) architecture. It is well-suited to classifying and making predictions in time series data. A common LSTM unit is composed of a cell and three gates. The cell remembers values over arbitrary time intervals and gates regulate the flow of information [14] .
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) came to prominence for use in image classification. The CNN learns to recognize sub-images useful for classification. Similarly, CNN may be trained to extract useful features from non-image sequential data.
To add memory to a CNN, one or more LSTM layers may be added to the model (see figure 3 ). The CNN layer extracts features from the dataset [15] . Evaluation of multiple models showed that a simple CNN architecture outperforms canonical recurrent networks such as LSTMs across a diverse range of tasks [16] . Here we investigate performance of all above-mentioned architectures.
Data
The PhysioNet-CinC Challenge data was sourced from the ICU of three different hospitals. 
Utility Function Explained
Each PhysioNet-CinC 2019 challenge entry was graded for its binary classification performance using the function depicted in Figure 3 [6] . A score is calculated for each patient s at each hour in the ICU t.
The top panel depicts hourly scoring for patients who at some point have sepsis: True Positives (TP, red) or False Negatives (FN, blue). TPs are assigned a small penalty for each hour of detection prior to 12 hours before onset of sepsis. The red line shows points assigned for detection within the 15-hour window preceding onset, with maximum points at detection 6 hours before onset (toptimal). Detection later than 3 hours after the onset of sepsis is deemed late; no points are rewarded for those hours. FNs accrue negative points after (toptimal), with highest penalty for every hour after onset that sepsis goes undetected.
The bottom panel depicts hourly scoring for patients who never develop sepsis: False Positives (FP, orange) or True Negatives (TN, green). TN accrue no points, while each hour of FP predictions accrues a small penalty.
The score for a classifier is computed by summing the hourly scores U(s,t), then normalizing based on maximum possible score of 1 (correctly predicting every hour of every patient) and minimum of zero [6] . 
Methods

Data Preparation
As described in section 2, the data was sparse, with most variables missing values for >90% of the rows. For the 5 ML models reported in table 2, missing data was forward filled, imputing initial values with typical values for healthy people.
For further development of the most successful model feature engineering was employed. To capture signal relevant to doctors' suspicions of sepsis, variables were created to reflect change points in lab tests, with value 2 assigned for a newly ordered test, 1 for a non-expired test, and 0 for either an expired or never-ordered test.
Sequential Neural Networks
The common factor in all our sequential Neural Network (NN) models is that prediction at each point in time is not only a function of information at that time but also of a sequence of the preceding 5 hours. Therefore, information of 6 consecutive hours is used for each hourby-hour prediction.
CNN-LSTM
In this approach we employed 2 layers of CNN before stacked layers of bidirectional LSTM (BDLSTM). These layers were followed by a dense layer of 2 nodes for classification. Here CNN layers of multiple kernels with sizes of 4 and 2 performed feature extraction. These extracted features were then fed into the LSTM models for further analysis. (Figure 4 ). The goal was to minimize the binary cross-entropy loss function summed over all outputs at the end. 
CNN
LSTM is a powerful ML method, however it has some drawbacks [16] . The major one is the problem of overfitting we controlled by early stopping. Therefore, we investigated the performance of CNN layers alone. CNN followed by a dense layer of 2 can also take into account the sequential nature of the data.
NN-XGboost
Further improvements were made to NN models by replacing the sigmoid layer with an XGboost model for classification ( Figure 5 ). NN models used were CNN-LSTM and CNN. XGBoost used the features that were extracted by NN to make a binary classification. 
XGBoost
As the performance of stacked NN-XGBoost model was promising, we decided to investigate the performance of a simple XGboost model by itself. Note that here the format of input is totally different from sequential NN models: sepsis status of the patients at each point of time is made using only the information of that time.
Results
We have modeled hourly EHR data utilizing a variety of approaches as we sought to unlock the times series nature of the Physionet-CinC data to output a sequence of hourly sepsis predictions from multiple input series, each the values of a lab test or a vital sign throughout the patient's ICU stay. Challenges to accurate prediction included sparse data (25 of 26 lab tests had >90% missing values), patients whose sequential data is of varying length (ranging from 8 hours to 230 hours) having noncomparable start times, and an imbalanced dataset. Results of different models are shown in Table 1 . Here the normalized utility is from scoring the test set obtained by a stratified train-test split of the Physionet data (4% testing).
The poorest performer was CNN-LSTM, a recurrent network utilizing CNN for feature selection. CNN by itself outperformed the CNN-LSTM architecture. Although recurrent networks are often the first choice for modeling sequential data, LSTM is prone to overfitting, and there were only 2932 sepsis patients. Also, in forward filling so many values, many of which were set to typical values for healthy people, perhaps we lost the time-series nature of the data, and therefore the advantage that LSTM would have conferred.
CNN had more success, showing that it was able to extract useful features from the sparse EHR data. Performance improved, as it did for CNN-LSTM, when these extracted features were passed to an XGBoost model in place of the CNN and CNN-LSTM sigmoid output node. However, the best model using the input variables was the XGBoost model alone, outperforming all sequential NN models. Deep learning models would be expected to be disadvantaged by the relatively small number of observations in the dataset given the complexity of their models.
The best model was the featured engineered XGBoost model, where change point information on all lab tests was captured, adding .05 to the normalized utility (an 8% improvement) over XGBoost alone. This addressed the shortcomings of the way we imputed the many missing values, as the engineered features contained zero for any test that had never been ordered or was expired. Also, the point at which doctors' suspicions led to the ordering of a new test was captured in these columns.
Conclusion
In this study we investigated the performance of some sophisticated and powerful machine learning algorithms as applied to prediction of sepsis from hourly EHR data. As the nature of sepsis diagnosis is sequential and at each point of time it is beneficial to consider previous time step lab values and their rates of change, we expected that sequential models would outperform XGBoost. However, XGBoost, a much faster model, outperformed all of the sequential models. This may be due to the way we imputed missing values, which was to replace missing values by either forward-fill or typical values of the variables. This was addressed by adding added features engineered to detect change points in tests and vitals (when ordered, when expired or never-ordered) resulting in 8% improvement in XGBoost. Future work could include running sequential models with the engineered features. 
